
ONE Unthinking France, Rethinking Decolonization

An emancipated society . . .  would not be a unitary state, but the realization of 
universality in the reconciliation of diff erences. —Theodor Adorno

Th is book is about “the problem of freedom” aft er the end of empire.1 Th e title 
refers not only to the postwar moment as a time for colonial freedom but to 
the distinct types of time and peculiar po liti cal tenses required or enabled 
by decolonization. Decolonization raised fundamental questions for subject 
peoples about the frameworks within which self- determination could be 
meaningfully pursued in relation to a given set of historical conditions. Th ese 
 were entwined with overarching temporal questions about the relationship 
between existing arrangements, possible futures, and historical legacies. Th e 
year 1945 was a world- historical opening; the contours of the postwar order 
 were not yet fi xed, and a range of solutions to the problem of colonial eman-
cipation  were imagined and pursued.2 At the same time, the converging pres-
sures of anticolonial nationalism, Eu ro pe an neo co lo nial ism, American global-
ism, and UN internationalism made it appear to be a foregone conclusion that 
the postwar world would be or ga nized around territorial national states.

Freedom Time tells this story of opening and foreclosure through unrealized 
attempts by French African and Antillean legislators and intellectuals during 
the Fourth and Fift h Republics to invent forms of decolonization that would 
secure self- determination without the need for state sovereignty. Central to 
this account are Aimé Césaire from Martinique and Léopold Sédar Senghor 
from Senegal who, between 1945 and 1960, served as public intellectuals, 
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party leaders, and deputies in the French National Assembly.3 Th eir proj-
ects proceeded from a belief that late imperialism had created conditions for 
new types of transcontinental po liti cal association. Th ey hoped to overcome 
colonialism without falling into the trap of national autarchy. Th eir consti-
tutional initiatives  were based on immanent critiques of colonialism and 
republicanism, identifying elements within each that pointed beyond their 
existing forms. Th ey not only criticized colonialism from the standpoint of 
constitutional democracy and self- government; they also criticized unitary 
republicanism from the standpoint of decentralized, interdependent, plural, 
and transnational features of imperialism itself.

In diff erent ways Césaire and Senghor hoped to fashion a legal and po-
liti cal framework that would recognize the history of interdependence be-
tween metropolitan and overseas peoples and protect the latter’s economic 
and po liti cal claims on a metropolitan society their resources and labor had 
helped to create. Rather than allow France and its former colonies to be rei-
fi ed as in de pen dent entities in an external relationship to each other, the task 
was to institutionalize a long- standing internal relationship that would persist 
even aft er a legal separation. Th ey  were not simply demanding that overseas 
peoples be fully integrated within the existing national state but proposing a 
type of integration that would reconstitute France itself, by quietly exploding 
the existing national state from within. Legal pluralism, disaggregated sover-
eignty, and territorial disjuncture would be constitutionally grounded. Th e 
presumptive unity of culture, nationality, and citizenship would be ruptured.

Given these colonies’ entwined relationship with metropolitan society, de-
colonization would have to transform all of France, continental and over-
seas, into a diff erent kind of po liti cal formation— specifi cally, a decentralized 
demo cratic federation that would include former colonies as freely associated 
member states. Th is would guarantee colonial emancipation and model an 
alternative global order that would promote civilizational reconciliation and 
human self- realization. At stake, for them, was the very future of the world.4

Refusing to accept the doxa that self- determination required state sover-
eignty, their interventions proceeded from the belief that colonial peoples 
cannot presume to know a priori which po liti cal arrangements would best allow 
them to pursue substantive freedom. Yet this pragmatic orientation was insep-
arable from a utopian commitment to po liti cal imagination and anticipatory 
politics through which they hoped to transcend the very idea of France, re-
make the world, and inaugurate a new epoch of human history.5 Th eir proj-
ects  were at once strategic and principled, gradualist and revolutionary, realist 
and visionary, timely and untimely. Th ey pursued the seemingly impossible 
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through small deliberate acts. As if alternative futures  were already at hand, 
they explored the fi ne line between actual and imagined, seeking to invent 
sociopo liti cal forms that did not yet exist for a world that had not yet arrived, 
although many of the necessary conditions and institutions  were already pres-
ent. Th is proleptic orientation to po liti cal futurity was joined to a parallel 
concern with historicity. Th ey proclaimed themselves heirs to the legacies of 
unrealized and seemingly outmoded emancipatory projects.

Th is book may be read in at least two ways. On one level, it is an intellec-
tual history of Aimé Césaire and Léopold Senghor between 1945 and 1960. As 
such, it extends the account provided in my last book of the genesis of the Ne-
gritude project in the 1930s in relation to a new form of colonial governance 
in French West Africa, the po liti cal rationality of postliberal republicanism, 
and the development of a transnational black public sphere in imperial Paris.6 
Freedom Time follows that story into the postwar period, when these student- 
poets became poet- politicians participating directly in reshaping the contours 
of Fourth and Fift h Republic France and pursuing innovative projects for 
self- determination. On another level, it attempts to think through their work 
about the pro cesses and problems that defi ned their world and continue to 
haunt ours. Th eir writings on African and Antillean decolonization may also 
be read as refl ections on the very prospect of demo cratic self- management, 
social justice, and human emancipation; on the relationship between freedom 
and time; and on the links between politics and aesthetics. Th ey attempted to 
transcend conventional oppositions between realism and utopianism, mate-
rialism and idealism, objectivity and subjectivity, positivism and rationalism, 
singularity and universality, culture and humanity. Th e resulting conceptions 
of poetic knowledge, concrete humanism, rooted universalism, and situated 
cosmopolitanism now appear remarkably contemporary.7 Th eir insights, long 
treated as outmoded, do not only speak to people interested in black critical 
thought, anticolonialism, decolonization, and French Africa and the Antilles. 
Th ey also warrant the attention of those on the left  now attempting to rethink 
democracy, solidarity, and pluralism beyond the limitations of methodologi-
cal nationalism and the impasses of certain currents of postcolonial and post-
structural theory.

Decolonization beyond Methodological Nationalism

Historians have long treated decolonization as a series of dyadic encounters be-
tween imperial states and colonized peoples: the former are fi gured as powerful 
nations possessing colonial territories, and the latter as not yet in de pen dent 
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nations ruled by foreign colonizers. Such stories are oft en tethered to parallel 
accounts of nation formation. Whether focused on Eu ro pe an powers or Th ird 
World peoples, policymakers or social movements, international strategy or 
po liti cal economy, a certain methodological nationalism has persisted in this 
scholarship. But to presuppose that national in de pen dence is the necessary 
form of colonial emancipation is to mistake a product of decolonization for 
an optic through which to study it.

Rather than evaluate decolonization from the standpoint of supposedly nor-
mal national states, this book seeks to historicize the postwar logic that reduced 
colonial emancipation to national liberation and self- determination to state 
sovereignty. It does so in part by recognizing that decolonization was an ep-
ochal pro cess of global restructuring that unfolded on a vast po liti cal terrain 
inhabited by diverse actors and agencies. Th e outcome of this pro cess was the 
system of formally equivalent nation- states around which the postwar order 
was or ga nized.

Historical accounts typically focus on stories of confrontations between 
national states losing overseas possessions and oppressed nations winning in-
de pen dence. Debates oft en focus on decolonization’s causes, mechanisms, or 
outcomes as well as the so- called transfer of power. However important, these 
discussions tend to treat the meaning of decolonization as self- evident by re-
ducing colonial emancipation to national liberation.8 Underlying such dyadic 
accounts is the assumption that Eu ro pe an states had empires but  were not 
themselves empires.

Alternatively, an approach that begins with empire as an optic emphasizes 
the real, if problematic, ways that colonized peoples  were members of impe-
rial po liti cal formations. It proceeds from the fact that Eu ro pe an states did not 
simply surrender colonies but abandoned their overseas populations. Decol-
onization was among other things a deliberate rending whereby populations 
 were separated, polities divided, and communities disenfranchised.9 Rather 
than focus on the mechanisms, pace, or implementation of national in de pen-
dence for colonized peoples, histories of decolonization should inquire into 
the range of po liti cal forms that  were imagined and fashioned during what 
was a pro cess of economic restructuring and po liti cal realignment on a global 
scale. Historians have recently demonstrated that however important libera-
tion struggles and metropolitan transformations  were in the pro cess of decolo-
nization, colonized peoples and Eu ro pe an policymakers  were not always the 
primary actors in this drama. Other agents— the United States, the Soviet 
 Union, China, the United Nations, international public opinion— were no 
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less important in dismantling Eu rope’s empires and creating the neo co lo nial 
system that would succeed them.10

Histories that do not start with methodological nationalism can also focus 
less on who may have helped or hindered programs for state sovereignty than 
on the various ways that colonial actors confronted freedom as a problem 
with no intrinsic solution. Public struggles over the shape of the postwar 
world questioned the meanings of terms long treated as synonyms: freedom, 
liberty, emancipation, in de pen dence, sovereignty, self- determination, and au-
tonomy. Th is study attends to the historical pro cesses through which these 
terms came to refer to one another. It does so by engaging seriously Césaire’s 
and Senghor’s attempts to fashion po liti cal forms that  were demo cratic, social-
ist, and intercontinental. Th is method fosters an appreciation of the novelty 
of their attempts to envision new forms of cosmopolitanism, humanism, 
universalism, and planetary reconciliation, forms that  were concrete, rooted, 
situated, and embodied in lived experiences and refracted through par tic u lar 
but porous lifeworlds.

Unthinking France, Working through Empire

Th e French Imperial Nation- State was less concerned with the familiar fact that 
the republican nation- state exercised autocratic rule over colonized peoples 
than with how imperial history had transformed the republican nation into a 
plural polity composed of multiple cultural formations, administrative regimes, 
and legal systems.11 Such multiplicity also enabled novel types of po liti cal as-
sociation, identifi cation, and intervention. Th e crucial question was not how 
France behaved overseas or how its populations experienced colonial rule. 
Rather, it was how the fact of empire, including how colonial subjects refl ected 
upon it, invites us to radically rethink “France” itself. I suggested we follow the 
lead of the expatriate student poets associated with the Negritude project who 
since the mid- 1930s grappled with the imperial form of the interwar republic. 
In contrast, Freedom Time explores how French imperialism created conditions 
for an alternative federal democracy that might have been. Underlying both 
works is a challenge to the methodological nationalism that oft en conditions 
the study of French colonial empire. Th ey proceed from the conviction that 
historians should not simply turn their research attention to colonial topics; 
we need to do so in ways that turn inside out the very category “France.”12

Freedom Time again engages the contradiction between France as an actu-
ally existing imperial nation- state and the territorial national categories that 
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formed both French self- understanding through the colonial period and his-
toriographic common sense in the postcolonial period. Any attempt to under-
stand the French empire through those same national categories unwittingly 
reenacts that initial contradiction. But engaging French history from the stand-
point of empire invites and compels us to unthink a series of assumptions 
about the territorial national paradigm concerning the isomorphism among 
territory, people, and state; the symmetry between nationality and citizen-
ship; the national state as a unitary juridical and administrative space; or the 
scale and composition of po liti cal terrains, public spheres, discursive com-
munities, and intellectual fi elds.

Treating empire as an irreducible unit of analysis and refi guring France as 
an imperial nation- state confounds conventional distinctions among national, 
transnational, and international phenomena and recognizes that the challenge 
of cultural multiplicity for a demo cratic republic was an imperial problem that 
did not begin with decolonization and postwar immigration. In many ways the 
imperial republic was a profoundly cosmopolitan space in which legal plural-
ism and disaggregated sovereignty  were institutionalized in ways that might 
illuminate current debates over plural democracy in the French postcolony.13 
In order to “work through” empire, to treat France as an imperial formation 
and consider French history from an imperial perspective, we must unthink 
France as object and unit.14

Here I am borrowing from Immanuel Wallerstein, who calls on scholars 
to unthink nineteenth- century social scientifi c categories and paradigms that 
once enabled but now obstruct understanding of time, space, and develop-
ment. He distinguishes the act of rethinking an interpretation based on new 
evidence from the more radical gesture of unthinking the very categories by 
which we apprehend such evidence.15 Th e concept of working through has 
multiple associations. On a common- sense level it suggests careful analysis, 
coming to terms with a topic by unpacking it. But it also indicates how a per-
ceived topic may also serve as an optic through which to rethink and to un-
think. Working through thus signals an operation akin to Marxian immanent 
critique: identifying elements within an existing formation that point beyond 
it. Working through is also a psychoanalytic term that suggests a diff erent kind 
of overcoming, another type of emancipation through critical self- refl exivity: 
mastering an impasse by confronting and untangling it; moving inside and 
through it in order to get beyond it. Dominick LaCapra has written about the 
relationship between historiography and the Freudian concepts of acting out 
and working through. He warns of the danger of “historical transference,” the 
tendency among historians to act out in their work the pro cesses about which 
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they are writing. Working through thus also implies a self- refl exive distance 
from the object rather than an unthinking identifi cation with it.16

Aimé Césaire and Léopold Senghor spent their public lives “working 
through” empire and “unthinking” France in just these ways. Proceeding from 
the insight that Africans and Antilleans  were integral parts of the (imperial) 
nation, they refused to accept that “France” referred to a metropolitan entity 
or a Eu ro pe an ethnicity. Th ey rejected the idea that they existed outside radi-
cal traditions of “French” politics and thought. Even as student- poets in the 
1930s, they did not simply call for po liti cal inclusion but made a deeper de-
mand that “France” accommodate itself legally and po liti cally to the interpen-
etrated and interdependent realities its own imperial practices had produced. 
Treating imperial conditions as the starting point for emancipatory projects, 
they claimed France as theirs and thus challenged the unitary and territorial-
ist assumptions upon which the national state had long depended.

Th ough their decolonization projects diff ered, Césaire and Senghor  were 
more interested in reclaiming and refunctioning than rejecting the categories 
and forms that mediated their subjection. Th is recalls Adorno’s insight about 
the revolutionary effi  cacy of a “literalness” that “explodes [an object] by tak-
ing it more exactly at its word than it does itself,”17 an approach we might call 
the politics of radical literalism. Césaire and Senghor repeatedly insisted that 
while they did not feel alienated from French and France, those who assumed 
that they should— whether on the left  or right— needed to revise their own 
understanding of these categories. Th eir politics of radical literalism thus linked 
immanent critique to poetic imagination, aiming less to negate the empire or 
the republic than to sublate and supersede them. Rather than counterpose 
autarchic notions of Africa, the Ca rib be an, or blackness to a one- dimensional 
fi gure of France, they claimed within “France” those transformative legacies 
to which they  were rightful heirs and attempted to awaken the self- surpassing 
potentialities that they saw sedimented within it. Rather than found separate 
national states, they hoped to elevate the imperial republic into a demo cratic 
federation.

Without understanding this distinctive orientation to anticolonialism, it 
is diffi  cult to appreciate the po liti cal specifi city of Césaire’s and Senghor’s 
pragmatic- utopian visions of self- determination without state sovereignty. 
Th eir radically literalist approach to decolonization cannot be fully grasped 
without understanding their aesthetic orientation to images as self- surpassing 
objects. For example, when they invoke “France” in their postwar legislation, 
criticism, or poetry they are oft en referring not to the existing national state 
but to the future federation they hoped to create.
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Deterritorializing Social Th ought

Césaire and Senghor  were canny readers of their historical conjuncture in re-
lation to the macrohistorical trends of imperial history. Like many of their 
contemporaries— Th ird World nationalists, regionalists, panethnicists, and so-
cialist internationalists— they  were acutely aware that decolonization would 
entail the reconfi guration rather than the elimination of imperial domination. 
But rather than off er a territorial response to this threat, they formulated ep-
ochal projections and projects. Th eir ambition exceeded a commitment to 
protecting the liberty and improving the lives of the populations they repre-
sented. Th ey also felt themselves to be implicated in and responsible for re-
making the world and redeeming humanity. Th eir interventions thus remind 
us that during the postwar opening, the world- making ambition to reconceptu-
alize and reor ga nize the global order was not the exclusive preserve of imperial 
policymakers, American strategists, international lawyers, or Th ird Interna-
tional Communists. But to even recognize this dimension of anticolonialism 
requires us to move beyond the dubious but entrenched assumption that 
during decolonization many in the West thought globally while colonized 
peoples thought nationally, locally, concretely, or ethnically— and those that 
didn’t  were somehow inauthentic.

Scholarship long promoted one- sided understandings of Césaire and Sen-
ghor as either essentialist nativists or naive humanists.18 Tied to the territo-
rialism that dominated histories of decolonization, Negritude, whether em-
braced or criticized, was treated as an affi  rmative theory of Africanity rather 
than a critical theory of modernity. Scholars have typically viewed their writ-
ings as expressions of black subjectivity or anticolonialism and read their po-
liti cal proposals reductively, seeking information or messages, or in relation 
to Césaire’s or Senghor’s public rec ords aft er decolonization.

Like Th e French Imperial Nation- State, this book endorses more recent 
attempts to understand these fi gures’ writings as multifaceted engagements 
with modern politics, philosophy, and critical theory.19 I extend the eff ort of 
my earlier book to treat Césaire and Senghor as situated thinkers whose re-
fl ections illuminate not only the black French or colonial condition but their 
own historical epoch and the larger sweep of po liti cal modernity by engaging 
the elemental categories around which po liti cal life at various scales was or ga-
nized. Regarding them as epochal thinkers and would- be world makers who 
grappled with global problems at a historical turning point raises questions 
about territorial assumptions underlying strong currents in both Eu ro pe an his-
toriography and postcolonial criticism, assumptions that oft en lead scholars 
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to relate texts to the ethnicity, territory, or formal po liti cal unit to which their 
authors appear to belong or refer.

Critics oft en treat Césaire or Senghor as representatives of black thought 
or African philosophy whose thinking may have been infl uenced by French or 
Eu ro pe an ideas but whose writings refer to local lifeworlds that are somehow 
separate from “the West.”20 But their refl ections should be read in relation to 
contemporaneous attempts, between the 1920s and 1960s, to overcome con-
ventional oppositions between speculative rationalism and positivist empiri-
cism by developing concrete, embodied, lived, intuitive, or aesthetic ways of 
knowing through which to reconcile subject and object, thought and being, 
transcendence and worldliness. Th eir work thus exists within a broad intellec-
tual constellation including not only surrealist modernism or Bergsonian vital-
ism but ethnological culturalism, Christian personalism, and Marxist human-
ism (as well as Jewish messianism and philosophical pragmatism).21 Th ey also 
contributed to the critical engagement with instrumental reason, state capital-
ism, the reifi cation of everyday life, the domestication of western Eu ro pe an 
socialism, and the limitations of Soviet Communism.22 Yet these thinkers are 
rarely included in general considerations of interwar philosophy or postwar 
social theory. Th is despite their novel attempts to link the search for a concrete 
metaphysics, poetic knowledge, and lived truth to a postnational po liti cal proj-
ect for colonial and human emancipation that built upon traditions of mu-
tualist socialism, cooperative federalism, and cosmopolitan internationalism. 
Or their attempts to reformulate humanism and universalism on the basis of 
concrete historical conditions and embodied experience.

Th e point is not to reduce their thinking to continental or hexagonal 
pa ram e ters nor speciously to elevate or legitimate it by placing it alongside ca-
nonical works. It is, rather, to use their work and acts to rethink, or unthink, the 
supposedly Eu ro pe an pa ram e ters of modern thought. Just as Césaire and Sen-
ghor refused to concede that “France” was an ethnic category or continental 
entity, they resisted the idea that they should approach modern philosophy as 
foreigners. So rather than debate whether their writings  were African- rooted or 
European- infl uenced, we should read them as postwar thinkers of the postwar 
period, one of whose primary aims was precisely to question the very categories 
“Africa,” “France,” and “Eu rope” through an immanent critique of late- imperial 
politics. Th ey attempted in ways at once rooted and global to grapple with 
human and planetary problems at a moment of world- historical transition.

Understandable fears of totalizing explanation and Eurocentric evaluation 
have led a generation of scholars to insist on the singularity of black, African, 
and non- Western forms of thought. But we now need to be less concerned 
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with unmasking universalisms as covert Eu ro pe an particularisms than with 
challenging the assumption that the universal is Eu ro pe an property. My aim 
is not to provincialize Eu rope but to deprovincialize Africa and the Antilles. 
Dipesh Chakrabarty’s landmark critique demonstrated that supposedly univer-
sal categories  were in fact produced within culturally par tic u lar Eu ro pe an so-
cieties.23 Césaire’s and Senghor’s multiplex refl ections on Negritude resonate 
in many ways with Chakrabarty’s argument about the existence of incommen-
surable forms of being and thinking that are oft en ungraspable by the ratio-
nalist protocols of modern historiography.24

But their thinking also provides a perspective from which to question 
Chakrabarty’s critique of general, abstract, and universal thought from the stand-
point of local, concrete, and par tic u lar lifeworlds.25 It reveals how the “provin-
cializing Eu rope” argument depends partly on a set of territorial assumptions 
about lifeworlds; how it tends to collapse people, place, and consciousness and 
to ethnicize forms of life; how it equates the abstract and universal with “Eu-
rope” and the concrete and lived with India or Bengal. Chakrabarty argues 
persuasively that there is an intrinsic connection between forms of life and 
forms of thought but does not then inquire directly into the scales of life-
worlds in relation to which thinking is oft en forged. He seems reluctant to 
recognize that large social formations and po liti cal fi elds, such as empires, are 
also concrete places.

Yet if there exists a determinate relationship between dwelling and think-
ing and if in certain cases we identify an empire to be the relevant social forma-
tion within which lives are lived and consciousness shaped, then that imperial 
form and scale, rather than a culture or ethnicity, must be relevant for under-
standing a form of thought. If we begin with empire as our unit of analysis, the 
case for insisting on cultural singularity or epistemological incommensurabil-
ity weakens.

An imperial optic, for example, may help us to appreciate how postwar Mart-
inique or Senegal really  were “Eu ro pe an” places and integral parts of “France.” 
Or that putatively French or Eu ro pe an forms of thought  were elaborated 
through the dialogic exchanges, antagonistic confrontations, and transconti-
nental circulation that characterized life and thought in mid- twentieth- century 
Eu ro pe an empires. It then follows that the supposedly Eu ro pe an categories of 
po liti cal modernity belong as much to the African and Antillean actors who 
coproduced them as to their continental counterparts. Th ese black thinkers 
also produced important abstract and general propositions about life, human-
ity, history, and the world.
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My argument pushes against a recent tendency in comparative history and 
colonial studies to insist upon multiple, alternative, or countermodernities, 
thus granting to Eu rope possession of a modernity which was always already 
translocal. What is the analytic and po liti cal cost of assigning to Eu rope such 
categories or experiences as self- determination, emancipation, equality, justice, 
and freedom, let alone abstraction, humanity, or universality? Why confi rm 
the story that Eu rope has long told about itself? Modern, concrete univer-
salizing pro cesses (like capitalism)  were not confi ned to Eu rope. Nor  were 
concepts of universality (or concepts that became universal) simply imposed 
by Eu ro pe ans or imitated by non- Europeans. Th ey  were elaborated relation-
ally and assumed a range of meanings that crystallized concretely through use. 
Moreover, African traditions of being and thinking entailed abstract ways of 
conceptualizing humanity. All humanisms, aft er all, are rooted in concrete ways 
of being, thinking, and worlding.

Chakrabarty recognizes that the intellectual heritage of Enlightenment 
thought is now global and that he writes from within this inheritance. He con-
cludes with an eloquent reminder that “provincializing Eu rope cannot ever be 
a project of shunning Eu ro pe an thought. For at the end of Eu ro pe an imperial-
ism, Eu ro pe an thought is a gift  to us all. We can talk of provincializing it only 
in an anticolonial spirit of gratitude.”26 So clearly he is not himself a provincial 
or nativist thinker. Yet this conception of gratitude concedes too much at the 
outset— to Eu rope as wealthy benefactor and to a liberal conception of pri-
vate property. For if modernity was a global pro cess its concepts are a com-
mon legacy that already belong to all humanity; they are not Eu rope’s to give. 
Th ey are the product of what Susan Buck- Morss has recently called “universal 
history,” the “gift  of the past,” and “communism of the idea.”27

In short, Césaire’s and Senghor’s postwar work invites us to deterritorialize 
social thought and to decolonize intellectual history. Th is is not matter of valo-
rizing non- European forms of knowledge but of questioning the presumptive 
boundaries of “France” or “Eu rope” themselves— by recognizing the larger 
scales on which modern social thought  was forged and appreciating that co-
lonial societies produced self- refl exive thinkers concerned with large- scale 
pro cesses and future prospects. Th e point is not simply that Césaire and Sen-
ghor  were also interested in humanism, cosmopolitanism, and universalism. 
More signifi cantly, they attempted to reclaim, rethink, and refunction these 
categories by overcoming the abstract registers in which they  were convention-
ally formulated and attempted to realize them through intercontinental po-
liti cal formations.
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Not satisfi ed with securing a favorable place for their peoples within the exist-
ing international order, they sought to transcend it; rather than simply pur-
sue sovereignty, they envisioned unpre ce dented arrangements for dwelling 
and thinking through which humanity could realize itself more fully. From 
the evanescent opening of the postwar moment they anticipated a new era 
of world history in which human relations would be reor ga nized on the basis 
of complementarity, mutuality, and reciprocity. Th rough these novel po-
liti cal arrangements, humanity might overcome the alienating antinomies 
that had impoverished the quality of life in overseas colonies and Eu ro pe an 
metropoles.

Th inking With: Intellectual History as Critical Th eory

Freedom Time proceeds from the conviction not only that a global or imperial 
optic is necessary for grasping Césaire’s and Senghor’s thinking about decolo-
nization but that intellectual history is crucial for grasping decolonization as 
a pro cess of global restructuring. Historians concerned with colonial politics 
typically move from published texts to archival documents to peek behind the 
scenes, where “real” meanings supposedly reside. We also need to move in the 
other direction, from practical interventions to actors’ texts. It is only through 
a nonreductive engagement with such textual material, for example, that we 
can understand the underlying relations for Césaire and Senghor among poli-
tics, aesthetics, and epistemology.

Th is book attempts to think with Césaire and Senghor, by regarding their 
world and moment from their perspective, to appreciate their constraints and 
the possibilities they discerned, in order to understand their po liti cal and in-
tellectual goals. But thinking with is not just an exercise in contextualization; it 
also means listening carefully to what their analysis of that world might teach 
us about ours, treating them not only as native in for mants symptomatic of 
their era but as critical thinkers whose formulations about politics, aesthetics, 
and epistemology might help us fashion frameworks with which to refl ect 
upon related phenomena.

In short, this book contains a normative dimension which makes it a work 
not only of intellectual history but of critical theory. Th inking with Césaire and 
Senghor means reading their work to inform our contemporary understand-
ing about their moment, and ours, and the covert links between them. We 
should also search their writings for potentialities within them that might ex-
ceed them. While a fi rst step would require a faithful reading, a second would 
attend to what a par tic u lar intervention might open or signal beyond what 
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they might have intended. Th inking with them thus entails a deliberate strat-
egy of generous reading that gives these writers the benefi t of the doubt. To 
read generously is not to suspend critical evaluation but sometimes to extend 
the logic of their propositions far beyond where they may have stopped.

Th inking with Césaire and Senghor is to practice what Dominick LaCapra 
has referred to as “dialogical history”— whereby the historian enters a critical 
dialogue with texts that are allowed, in some sense, to speak back. Such his-
tories stage a dialogue between past and present in which historians are com-
pelled to attend to how they too are implicated in their objects of study.28 Free-
dom Time proceeds from this belief that critical history must always seek to 
relate pasts and present dynamically. It contends that we who want to imagine 
alternative futures have much to gain by thinking with these fi gures about the 
world they envisioned, the realization of which was foreclosed by the postwar 
order whose ruins we currently inhabit. Insofar as po liti cal imagination pivots 
around historical refl ection, it requires us not only to examine the paths that 
led to our present but to remember futures that might have been.

Historical Constellations

In thinking with Césaire and Senghor about modern categories as universal 
property, I have found especially useful the concept of “constellations” devel-
oped by Walter Benjamin and later taken up by Th eodor Adorno.29 For them, 
thinking entailed arranging concrete objects of inquiry into par tic u lar con-
stellations through which the elements, the  whole, and the hidden relations 
among them may be illuminated. Th ey sought to grasp the dialectical char-
acter of historically specifi c truths that are constructed yet revealed, present 
within objects yet mediated by subjective reason, nonintentional yet disclosed 
by critical refl ection. Especially important was their idea that constellations 
are actually existing arrangements that must, nevertheless, be arranged. For 
these peculiar entities to illuminate problems, they must be simultaneously ob-
jective and subjective. It is only aft er they have been created by a critical imag-
ination that the creator can discover and recognize as real the relations he or 
she craft ed by thinking together seemingly disparate ideas, places, peoples.

Freedom Time attempts to discover and construct constellations through 
which to explore non- self- evident connections across conventional geo graph-
i cal boundaries and historical epochs. Th ese include those linking Césaire, 
Senghor, Benjamin, Bloch, Adorno, Hannah Arendt, Albert Camus, and John 
Dewey; Marx’s human emancipation, Proudhon’s mutualism, and Senghor’s 
and Césaire’s federalism; Césaire’s postwar program for abolition through 
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integration, Victor Schoelcher’s utopian vision of slave abolition in 1848, and 
Toussaint Louverture’s 1801 attempt to create a constitutional federation with 
imperial France; Senghor’s redemptive solidarity, Emmanuel Levinas’s and 
Jacques Derrida’s commitment to hospitality, and contemporary eff orts to in-
stitute cosmopolitan law and global democracy.

Césaire and Senghor  were especially attentive to the complex relationship 
between politics and time. Th ey explored separately how inherited legacies 
may animate current initiatives and how present acts may liberate the not yet 
realized potential sedimented within reifi ed objects. Alternatively they  were 
each concerned with the proleptic character of politics, which sought to call 
forth non ex is tent worlds by acting as if an unimaginable future  were at hand. 
Th eir sensitivity to the politics of time and the temporality of politics calls at-
tention to the marvelous but real relations that oft en implicate disparate times, 
places, peoples, and ideas in one another, relations that historians should at-
tend to directly.

Although Freedom Time focuses primarily on the postwar opening, it also 
attempts to trace a constellation between that period and earlier moments of 
epochal transition when self- determination and colonial emancipation became 
public problems (i.e., the 1790s and 1840s) and likewise between the post-
war opening and our contemporary conjuncture. My examination of Senghor’s 
and Césaire’s programs for decolonization thus moves backward and forward 
from the postwar fulcrum, analyzing their self- conscious relationship to pre-
de ces sors who also believed nonnational colonial emancipation might create 
conditions for real self- determination. Th ese included Schoelcher and Louver-
ture, as well as Marx and Proudhon. But this study also looks forward from 
the postwar period to a future that Césaire and Senghor anticipated, one we 
now inhabit and are still seeking to construct from within what Jürgen Haber-
mas has called the “postnational constellation.”30

Structural transformations have unmade the postwar order that decolo-
nization created and against which Césaire and Senghor sought alternative 
arrangements. Th ese shift s make their works newly legible and po liti cally 
resonant insofar as they anticipated and addressed many of the conceptual and 
empirical predicaments that democracy in an age of globality must now con-
front. Our po liti cal present is characterized by issues and proposals that cir-
culated in the immediate postwar period— autonomy, self- management, legal 
pluralism, cultural multiplicity, disaggregated sovereignty, and federalism. 
Césaire’s and Senghor’s po liti cal initiatives thus speak to current movements 
among Francophone Africans and Antilleans to reimagine and renegotiate their 
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relationship to France, the Eu ro pe an  Union, and the international community. 
Th ey also resonate with eff orts today by scholars, activists, and international 
lawyers to fashion new frameworks for postnational democracy, cosmopoli-
tan law, and planetary politics.

Th is study, which, despite its length, I regard as an essay, is also meant to 
be an inquiry into the politics of time, paying special attention to how a given 
historical epoch may not be identical with itself and historical tenses may blur 
and interpenetrate.31 And it examines the untimely ways that people act as if 
they exist or can address a historical epoch that is not their own, whether stra-
tegically or unconsciously. Such connections can be grasped only abstractly; 
they cannot be indicated or documented in traditional empirical fashion. To 
tack between past and present thus requires a certain movement between 
empirical and abstract levels of analysis. Identifying and fashioning “historical 
constellations” is one way of writing a “history of the present” that is related 
to but distinct from the more familiar strategy of producing genealogies. Free-
dom Time thus works simultaneously to elaborate contexts, trace lines of de-
scent, and construct constellations.

A crucial pre ce dent and reference point for this study is anthropologist David 
Scott’s important book Conscripts of Modernity, which powerfully challenges 
the nationalist orthodoxies of anticolonial thinking and demands that schol-
ars attend directly to historical temporality as an analytic and po liti cal prob-
lem. Scott contends that “morally and po liti cally what ought to be at stake in 
historical inquiry is a critical appraisal of the present itself, not the mere re-
construction of the past.”32 Regarding the unexamined per sis tence of certain 
anticolonial research questions that  were once formulated by C. L. R. James 
for a now unavailable future, he off ers a warning for scholars today: “the task 
before us is not one of merely fi nding better answers . . .  to existing ques-
tions— as though [they]  were timeless ones” but of refl ecting on “whether the 
questions we have been asking the past to answer continue to be questions 
worth having answers to.”33 Freedom Time accepts this urgent invitation to re-
think history—including our stories about colonialism and our methods for 
approaching the past— in relation to the demands of our po liti cal present.

In the following chapters I develop a diff erent understanding of the pro-
vocative notion of “futures past” that Scott adapts from the historian Reinhart 
Kosellek.34 For Scott, revolutionary anticolonialism’s dream of national sov-
ereignty became a historically superseded and po liti cally obsolete future past 
aft er failing to secure po liti cal freedom for colonized peoples and can no lon-
ger meaningfully animate emancipatory projects in our radically transformed 
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conditions. I am not primarily concerned with futures whose promise faded 
aft er imperfect implementation nor with those that corresponded to a world, 
or to hopes, that no longer exist but instead with futures that  were once imag-
ined but never came to be, alternatives that might have been and whose un-
realized emancipatory potential may now be recognized and reawakened as 
durable and vital legacies.
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